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Examples where photodissociation is important 

● H2 and CO: general ISM from z=0 to high redshift objects

● CO2: Mars, Venus, Earth atmospheric chemistry + exoplanet 
upper atmosphere

● CH4: Titan atmospheric chemistry

● SO2: Io Plume chemistry

● N2, O2, O3 : Earth chemistry

● H2O: comets



  

● A molecule has to be exited above its dissociation energy (D0, De 
if the zero-point energy is included)

– The gas temperature is generally too low for kinetic 
dissociation. Thermal dissociation occurs at T > 1000-2000 
K (Saha equation): stellar atmosphere

Conditions for molecular dissociation to occur



  

Condition 2

● Dipolar transitions with energy higher than the 
dissociation energy

– UV photon energies > 3.1 eV (l < 400 nm)
● In H/H2 regions, UV photon energies < 13.6 eV (l >91.2 nm)

● H Lyman alpha 10.16-10.25 eV (l = 121-122 nm)

– Detailed UV photon transfer is required
● Dust opacity (scattering and absorption): in principle chemistry-

independant
● Gas opacity (“self- and mutual shielding”): chemistry-dependent 

due to the need to know the species abundances
– Photodissociation cross-section (wavelength-dependent)
– Photodissociation yield (wavelength-dependent)
– only important for abundant species with narrow line transitions in the UV, 

like H2, CO, or N2



  

Sources of UV 

● Stars: photosphere + accretion luminosity

● AGNs

● Hydrogen lines (Lyman alpha)

● Electronic excited molecules (mostly H2) : secondary 
electrons from CR interaction with the gas can exicted 
H2

● ...



  

E. van Dishoeck

Draine IS UV field: mainly B.95V + higher energy contributions
Photodissociation rates are usually computed for 1 ISRF.
Warning: using ISRF spectrum or blackbody may induce large errors 



  H
2
: Cosmic-Ray induced photodissociation (Padovani et al.; Gredel et al.)   

Fig. E. van Dishoeck



  

Photodissociation basics

● A photodissociation reaction is a unimolecular reaction driven by light energy: 

● ABC + hn → ABC* → A + BC

– ABC* means that the ABC molecule is in an electronic excited state

– ABC* can also de-excite by emission ofone or more photons (cascade) or collisions 
(rare):

● Electronic (vibronic) transitions have Einstein A ~ 1e6-1e8 /s (resonnant transitions) 
● Molecules have a large number of Potential Energy Surfaces (PES N dimensions) 

corresponding to exited electronic states in addition to that of the ground state

● The PES can cross each other

● A photodissociation reaction occurs under the constraint of energy and angular momentum 
conservation

● Depending of the PES, different products (branching ratios) and energy disposals (i.e. how 
the energy is distributed: translation, electronic, vibration, rotation) are possible



  

The Franck-Condon principle for electronic 
transitions

is a rule to explain the intensity of a 
rovibronic transition

Vibronic transitions are the simultaneous 
changes in electronic and vibrational 
energy levels of a molecule due to the 
absorption or emission of a photon

During an electronic transition a change 
from one vibrational level  to another will 
be more likely to happen if the two 
vibrational wavefunctions (or 
wavepackets)  overlap more significantly.

Electronic transitions are much faster than 
 nuclear motions: the excited molecule is 
not at the bottom of the PES.

absorption fluorescence

Electronic 
excited state

Ground 
electronic state



  

Gas: rotational level + thermal +
turbulence broadening

Solid: broad perturbed levels

Upper level energy < dissociation energy

Fluorescence: electronic transitions after a vibrational transition within an 
electronic exicted state, or transition to a vibrationally excited ground 
electronic state



  

The photodissociation cross-section depends on 
the dissociation process

van Dishoeck & Visser, 2006, Faraday discussion 133, 855 

Repulsive (unbound) state

Not quantizised!
Absorption strengths follow the
Franck-Condon principle

+ transitions to pure-rotational dissociative level HeH+, LiH, LiH+



  

Direct photodissociation

● Absorption from a ground electronic state to an unbound electronic exited state

– Transition to an unbound state of a potential curve without minimum: broad 
featureless absorption

– Transition from a bound vibrationally-excited state to an unbound state for 
a level whose potential curve shows a minimum: very complex absorption 
spectrum

● The photodissociation of most molecules occurs via this process



  

HeH+: an important species in the early universe

Direct photodissociation from a bound
vibrationally-excited state (v=5)
to unbound states 



  

Predissociation (CO, N
2
, SO

2
)

● Photodissociation through predissociation occurs 
for molecules where the potential energy curves of 
a bound and an unbound state cross each other

● A photon is absorbed leading to a bound excited 
state that is not dissociative

● Because of the curve crossing (surface), the 
molecule rearranges to an unbound (repulsive) 
state (Internal Conversion I.C.)

● Narrow absorption features from a quantizied 
state to another. The features can overlape with 
each other forming a pseudo-continuum

● The molecule can absorb directly a high energy 
photon to a continuum dissociative level

● The cross-section depends on the lvel population 
in the ground electronic state (v,J)

● CO (Visser et al. A&A 505, 323) N2 (See Heays et 
al.), SO2 (e.g., Lyons 2007, Geophysical Res. Lett)



  

CO photodissociation

CO UV emission band



  

Spontaneous radiative dissocaition

● Absorption from a bound to an electronic-excited bound state

● Decay from the upper bound state to

– Ground electronic vibrationally-excited bound state: fluorescence

– Ground electronic vibrationally-excited unbound (repulsive) state: dissociation

– Probability for fluorescence > Probability for dissociation

● The excitation happens via bound-bound transitions: narrow absorption lines

● This process concerns the molecular hydrogen H2 (Solomon process)

– Fluorecence 90%

– Dissociation 10%

– Sensitivity to H2 population (v“,J“)

– Stecher & Williams 1967 ApJ 149, L29; Federman et al. 1979 ApJ 227, 466, Abgrall et al. 
1992 A&A 253, 525, 2000 A&AS 141, 297; http://molat.obspm.fr; Shaw et al. 2005 ApJ 624, 
794; Gray et al. 2012 ApJ 746, 78, Sternberg 2014



  

Photodissociation of H
2

Lyman & Werner bands

H
2
 (X1S

g

+) + g → H
2
(B1S

u

+ or C1P
u
) → 2 H(1s)

Fig. S. Cazaux12.3 eV11.2 eV

Transition to v>13 unbound level

Only g → u transitions 
are allowed 



  

„Large“ molecules 
multiple processes and 

branching ratios

● Many degrees of freedom (high density of vibratiobal 
levels of ground states):many possible energetic 
curves (excited states can couple with the non-
radiatively), combination of processes: Internal 
Conversion (I.C.)

● Many crossing PES

● Therefore many ways to get ride of the excess energy: 
multiple outcomes are possible (branching ratio)

● Main example: Polyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs)

IR pumping



  

Water photodissociation

See van Dishoeck, Herbst, Neufeld, 2013 Chemical Reviews 113, 9043
Data at 295 K from: http://satellite.mpic.de/spectral_atlas/index.html

Strongly repulsive: 
direct photodissociation

Cross-section
at one temperature,
Ie at one vibrational
population

http://molat.obspm.fr/


  

Water photodissociation

● ~ 121 nm, D1A1 bent

● ~ 124 nm, C1B1 bent

● ~ 135 nm 1A2, forbidden from 
the ground state

● 137-125 nm B1A1, linear

● 185-140 nm A1B1, bent

● Ground state X1A

Bend potential: 
Theodorakopoulos, G.; Petsalakis, I. D.; Buenker, R. J.; Peyer- imhoff, S. D. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1984, 105, 253.l 

Internal 
Crossings to a 
repulsive 
(unbound) state:
predissociation

angle



  

OH photodissociation

● Complex potential curves

● Mixed of photodissocaition 
processes:

– Low photon energies: 
photodissocation via 
predissociation

– High photon energies: direct 
photodissociation

I.C.



  

Importance of branching ratios

● The products can be in an excited state:

– The radiative decay can be observed

– OH → H + O(1D): line at 6300 A
● The photodissociation can be a major path to form a 

specific species:

– CO2 + photon → C + O2 , a abiotic path to form O2 in 
the Earth early atmosphere. This also renders O2 not a 
unique tracer of photosynthesis activities in exoplanet 
atmospheres (Lu et al. 2014, Science 346, 6205). The 
CO + O branching was previousely favored.

http://satellite.mpic.de/spectral_atlas/index.html


  

CO
2
 photodissociation

● Important for planetary studies

● Solar spectrum (Woods T. N. et 
al. 1998 Solar Physics 177, 133

● CO2 absorption cross section 
from Chan W.F. et al. 1993, 
Chem. Phys. 178, 401

● Minimum CO2 photodissociation 
at Lyman alpha frequency!



  

Methanol photodissociation

Many possible exit channels

Chen et al. 2010 Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2011, 13, 2350
Branching ratios are difficult to determine (even more than then cross-sections)



  

SO
2

● Important species in Solar System studies

● SO2 → O(3P) + SO(X3S-) 165 nm < l < 224.6 
nm (Suto et al. 1982)

● Predissociative photodissociation



  

SO
2
 

Leiden

dissociative

Non-dissociative

Mainz database



  

SO
2
 important for Solar System studies, e.g. Io

● Discrete structures → 
predissociation

● Leiden database gives the 
band-average photodissociation 
rates

● At 106 nm < l < 114 nm, 10% of 
the product SO will be in an 
excited state (A3P and B3S-)

SO
2
 data from Freeman et al. 1984 Plan Space Sci 32, 1125 (at 213 K). Black 36SO

2
,

Red 34SO
2



  

Effect of molecule excitation

● Molecules will be populated differently according to the local 
conditions

● Many laboratory-measured cross-sections are at an unique 
temperature (mosty ~ 300 K)

● What would be the effects of different populations? 

– Cold gas?

– Hot gas?



  
S Vranckx et al 2013 J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 46 155201 doi:10.1088/0953-4075/46/15/155201

The photodissociation cross section σ does not start abruptly at the threshold energy 
((a), (b), (e)) and where it does ((c), (d)), depending on the shapes and relative 
position of the potential energy curves and on the initial vibrational level.

Cold gas: only the 
ground vibrational 
state is populated

Warm gas: a few
vibrational levels
can be populated

Shape threshold



  

Effects of vibrational excitation

Figures  from Rovibrationally Resolved Direct Photodissociation through the Lyman and Werner Transitions of 
H2 for FUV/X-Ray-irradiated Environments
C. D. Gay et al. 2012 ApJ 746 78 doi:10.1088/0004-637X/746/1/78

X → B

X → C

90% UV will pump the high vibrational levels, hence changing the H
2
 

photodissociation rate!



  

Effects of rotational excitation

C. D. Gay et al. 2012 ApJ 746 78

H
2
 photodissociation cross-section



Figure 7 from Rovibrationally Resolved Photodissociation of HeH+
S. Miyake et al. 2011 ApJ 735 21 doi:10.1088/0004-637X/735/1/21

HeH+



  

Effects of radiation and gas temperature on the 
photodissociation rates

HeH+

The rotational and vibrational levels follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at T
M-B

One has to be carefull when using cross-sections measured/computed at one single
temperature



  

Current sources of photodissociation data

● Leiden database 
http://home.strw.leidenuniv.nl/~e
wine/photo/

– Rates, depth-dependence

– Detailed CO an N2 shielding

● Diatomic molecules

– H2 (Abgrall et al., Sternberg 
2014)

– CO (Visser 2009)

– N2 (Lewis 2005, Li 2003, 
Heays 2014)

● Mainz database 
http://satellite.mpic.de/spectral_
atlas

– Photoabsorption cross-
section (not only 
photodissocation!)

● Chemical databases:

– UMIST

– KIDA



  

From cross-sections to rates

● Continuum absorption

● Line absorption for one line (one needs to sum over all the 
transitions)

oscillator strength

Dissociation probability

Population of the lower
level l

Cross-section



  

Attenuation of radiation

● Inside a cloud, I(l) will be decreased

● The attenuation due to dust grain absorption is taken into 
account by a factor g

● The attenuation is computated for a MRN distribution of 
dust grains including scattering in a 1-dimensional medium



  

Effects of dust shielding

Figure: Alan Heays
g is the factor used in chemical database to account for dust shielding



  

H
2
 & CO: strong line absorption→ line shielding

Saturated absorption

No photon left to
dissociate CO



  

Fig. Alan Heays. „Self-shielding“ is most efficient for molecules photodissociating by
Indirect modes

Shielding (attenuation) due to absorption by the 
molecules itself

of the species of interest



  

Photodesorption of ice species



  

Water vapor in a 
prestellar core from
photodesorbed ice

Paola Caselli et al. 2012 ApJ 759 L37 doi:10.1088/2041-8205/759/2/L37

No UV from CR

UV from CR
Water vapor &
Ice abundance

UV generated 
from CR
Photodesorb 
water ice
from grains

http://satellite.mpic.de/spectral_atlas
http://satellite.mpic.de/spectral_atlas


  

UV absorption by molecules: from the gas phase 
to the solid phase

E. van Dishoeck, 2015 Chem Review

Condensed phase 
environements
modify the absorption 
cross sections



  

Photodesorption cross-section of CO ice

Cruz-Diaz 2014, A&A 562, A119

CO ice

Gaussian fit + shift to the
CO ice cross-section

At long wavelengths, the photon energies cannot photodissociate. Photodesorpton dominates

For other species, the ice species can also be photodissociate!



  

Photodesorption

● Upon absorption of a UV photon by a molecule frozen onto grains:

– Some energy is used to break the bond to the surface: direct photodesorption. 
Basically only CO ice follows this process.

– Part of the energy will break the surface bond. Another part will dissociate the 
molecules into reactive radiacals: triggering of surface reactions. Ex: H2O ice

→ OHice + Hice

– All the energy is used to break the bonds: no direct photodesorption. Ex: 
methanol (CH3OH)

– Indirect desorption induced by electronic transitions (DIET): Electronic 
excitation energy redistributed to neighbors provides energy to surface 
molecules to break intermolecular bonds.

● Broad absorption cross sections, which differ in frequency positions that of 
the gas-phase

● Only the first 5 monolayers are affected 

Munoz Caro group



  

Some guidelines

● Most databases are what they are: repository of data. Only a few 
have evaluations of the data (NIST, KIDA, …). If unsure ask a 
physico-chemistry or the authors.

● When using values in a database, please also credit the original 
authors of the data, not only the database if the data are recent or if 
your results depend critically on some values

● If a photoprocess is key to your results, check the 
approximations/limitations made in the description of the process. 
Maybe check the effects by using alternative rates/approximations/UV 
field (sensitivity analysis). 
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